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GHz-THz-MIR Sources and Nonlinearites
This  talk  starts  with  a  general  Nonequilibrium  Green’s  Functons  (NEGF)  approach  suitable  for  both
interband and intersubband optcss Intersubband lasers, such as Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs), are the
prime sources for coherent radiaton in the Mid-Infrared (MIR)s The α-factor of intersubband lasers was
initally expected to be zeros However, values ranging from -0s5 to 3 have been found experimentallys The
NEGF approach and an intuitve simplifcaton of it is used to explain the nonzero α-factors  Next, a very
efcient  analytcal  set  of  equatons  is  applied  to  explain  optcal  propertes  of  dilute  semiconductor
materials, with an emphasis on the evoluton of peak luminescence gain with temperature and its relaton
to sample  qualitys   and it  will  be explained here  and presented as a numerical  characterizaton tools,
notably useful for materials for the MIR and NIR rangess Evolving from the MIR to the THz and GHz ranges,
the talk introduces a concept to study nonlinear optcs through controllable nonlinearites in semiconductor
superlatcess A fully predictve microscopic Nonequilibrium Green's Functons approach is used to deliver
input to a relaxaton-rate approximaton approach leading to fully analytcal expressions for the nonlinear
polarizaton at arbitrary orderss These results open the possibility of extending the whole feld of nonlinear
optcs to the GHZi-THz range and the possibility of designing materials and devices for a large number of
applicatons, including spectroscopy of biomolecules, which typically have strong GHz-THz resonancess 
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